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Foreword
Social entrepreneurs are passionate entrepreneurs who bring

No social enterprise operates in a vacuum. They flourish in

Together with our members and partners throughout the world, we

innovative solutions and business models to the market with

ecosystems that build, develop and catalyse their impact. That is why

will continue to empower social enterprise and social innovators to

the main aim of driving positive social and environmental

we, together with our extended network, are committed to get into

drive durable and lasting change.

change.

place the critical support needed by social entrepreneurs for them to
play their crucial role in reaching the SDGs . We raise visibility and

We encourage you to join our mission and connect to our impact

In order to reach the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

understanding of social entrepreneurship and social innovation. We

network. Now is the time for social entrepreneurship and social

(SDGs) by 2030, courageous and innovative approaches are required.

advocate for better fitting regulations, policies and funding, and make

innovation to reach its full potential.

Social enterprises are identified as key actors for building a society

knowledge, resources and training available to social enterprises,

and economy where people and the planet are at the centre and thus

support organisations and engaged stakeholders.

to reach the SDGs.

they are equally important to - or trump - financial interests.

This report sheds light on the world
of the frontrunners shaping the social
enterprise ecosystem in Europe and
neighbouring countries.

Euclid Network (EN), the European Social Enterprise Network, spent

Based on an extensive survey of EN members, this report

close to the last 15 years empowering positive change by connecting

provides insights into, amongst others:

and enhancing social entrepreneurs and their support organisations.

1. the types of organisations that help build social enterprise and

There are a wide range of structures in Europe and beyond; for-profit,
non-profit, co-operative, mutual organisation, disregarded entity,
social business, and so on. They have one thing in common: their
social and environmental goals are embedded in their objectives and

We celebrate the diversity of actors in the European social enterprise

innovation ecosystems and support social enterprises to become

ecosystem. EN connects them all. Our members (national social

successful;

enterprise and civil society networks, incubators, accelerators,

2. their organisational structure;

universities and social funds) and our partners (governments,

3. their financial health;

corporations and investors). Our members and partners are

4. the kind of support they provide;

frontrunners in shaping global, European, national and local social

5. insights in positive impact created;

enterprise and social innovation ecosystems.

6. what their barriers, challenges and needs are to become even
stronger champions of social enterprise and social innovation.

5 Forward

Now is the time for the critical work of
support organisations and social
entrepreneurs to be scaled-up for a
more just and green world for all.
The EN European Social Enterprise Network Team.

Euclid Network in 2020-2021 - Empowering Positive Change
EN’s growing network connects the frontrunners who are
supporting social entrepreneurs and impact-driven leaders in
Europe and beyond and empowers them to drive positive change.
Types of members

EN has members in 21 countries and is
active in 45 countries
• Albania

• France

• Romania

• Andorra

• Georgia

• Russian

• Armenia

• Germany

• Austria

• Ghana

• Serbia

• Belgium

• Greece

• Slovenia

• Benin

• Hong Kong

• South Africa

• Bosnia And

• Hungary

• Spain

• India

• Sweden

• Brazil

• Ireland

• Switzerland

• Bulgaria

• Italy

• The Netherlands

Impact investors/Social funds/

• Canada

• Kazakhstan

• Tunisia

Foundations/Philanthropic actors

• Croatia

• Montenegro

• Turkey

• Cyprus

• Morocco

• Uganda

• Czech Republic

• New Zealand

• United Kingdom

• Denmark

• North Macedonia

• United States

• Estonia

• Portugal

Networks

Incubators/Accelerators

Training centers/Institutes

Universities/Research centres

Herzegovina

Knowledge centres/Platforms

1 Responses with a * are extrapolated, from EN members who reported, to include all EN members. The survey had a 76% response rate within EN membership.

Federation

1

Euclid Network in 2020-2021 - Empowering Positive Change
1,700+

Leadership Distribution:

Most popular activity to scale:

56% female/44% male.

development of new products/services: 80%.

Young:

Scaling through marketing/advertising:

52% of EN members were founded in the

36%. 32% win business as part of a consortium;

past ~10 years. 8
 8% of staff at EN members

in alignment with a key service that EN offers

are under 45.

its members: to build consortia and apply

1,200+

Changemakers

Paid Staff

for (EU)-funding.

40%

500+

Membership

Volunteers

organisations

Budget:

Key learning areas for EN members 2021

The mean (average) budget of EN members is

SDG Awareness:

1,058,404 EUR, the median2 budget

96% of EN members are aware of the

is 500,000 EUR*. The total estimated

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

approximate budget within the network:

(SDGs), 76% actively pursue these goals as

EUR 34,927,332*.

part of their impact-driven mission.

< 1 years safe planning horizon:
52% of EN members. 28% no answer.

1

(EU)funding

2

Social
Innovation

2

Impact
measurement

3

Access to
markets/
customers

4

Opportunities for
their members/
beneficiaries

2 The mean (average) of a data set is found by adding all numbers in the data set and then dividing by the number of values in the set. The median is the middle value when a data set is
ordered from least to greatest. Unlike the mean, the median value does not depend on all the values in the dataset. Consequently, when some of the values are more extreme, the effect
on the median is smaller. When you have a skewed distribution, the median is a better measure of central tendency than the mean. By comparing the median to the mean, one can get
an idea of the distribution of a dataset. When the mean and the median are the same, the dataset is more or less evenly distributed from the lowest to highest values.
* Numbers are extrapolated from EN members who reported insights. Support includes indirect and direct support.

Ambition to scale-up:
88% of EN members.

EN members rate their
satisfation with EN
as 8.8 out of 10.

The Impact of our Members
Geographic reach

Top SDGs
• 96% of EN members operate in the country where they are

based, partnering with organisations and businesses
grounded in their country of operation to provide locally
rooted support to social entrepreneurs.
• 72% of EN members operate at European level and
• 68% operate at all levels: nationally, European and

internationally beyond Europe
• 24% operate internationally beyond Europe.

72%

72%

72%
60%

Impact reach

32,440

649,964

5,440

Social enterprises were

Individuals were

New jobs

supported in 2020*

supported in 2020*

were created*

* Numbers are extrapolated from EN members who reported insights. Support includes indirect and direct support.

60%

60%

56%

The Impact of our Members
Entrepreneurial stages supported across all EN members3

11

29

Beneficiaries supported

67%

1. children/young individuals

50%

1. long-term unemployed

of EN members
support...

2. migrants/refugees/ asylum seekers

17

%

of EN members
support...

2. individuals with very low income/debts
3. women/girls
4. older individuals losing independence/old people
5. individuals living in rural/remote areas

21

23

33%

of EN members
support...

Seed stage 29%

Start up stage 23%

Late implementation 17%

3 Data for this graph is based on responses from 64% of EN members

Early implementation 21%

Steady Stage 11%

1. individuals disadvantaged due to sexual orientation/gender identity
2. individuals disadvantaged due to race/ethnicity/religion
3. individuals with a physical disability.

The Impact of our Members
Type of support given*

* Numbers are extrapolated from EN members who reported insights. Support includes indirect and direct support.

Challenges, Opportunities
and Needs of the Sector
40% of EN members believe political support for social
entrepreneurship in their country is low and this should be improved.
EN members and the social enterprises they support face barriers inhibiting their success.
While members of EN are providing excellent support to social enterprises, they do experience challenges and
external barriers to the growth of the sector.

The most important challenges identified

Most important barriers to the sector

1. Lack of appropriate funding

1. Poor understanding/awareness of

2. Insufficient organisational capacity of social enterprise
support organisation compared to needs of the sector
3. Limited visibility/awareness of the sector
4. The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic

social enterprise and the sector
2. Lack of appropriate financing options
3. Disadvantages concerning public and
private procurement offerings
4. A lack of supportive tax/fiscal frameworks

EN members and social enterprises need an increase in support.

Identified most important needs of the sector
1. Dedicated support programmes
2. Tailored funding
3. An enabling policy/legislative environment
4. More visibility

Executive Summary
Social entrepreneurs are passionate entrepreneurs who bring

The social enterprise concept, associated barriers and the needs of

innovative solutions and business models to the market with the

intermediary organisations and social entrepreneurs - to deliver their

main aim of driving positive social and environmental change.

innovative solutions and business models successfully to market - are
becoming more widely known. There are however still considerable

Social entrepreneurship is generating ever increasing interest

gaps in awareness, visibility and understanding that must be addressed

as an innovative and sustainable approach to address inequality,

before support organisations and social entrepreneurs will be fully

environmental degradation, create jobs and alleviate poverty.

able to play their crucial role in the transformation to a just and green

The social entrepreneurship ecosystem is growing: new support

society and economy and to help reach the UN SDGs in the next

organisations are setting up; donors, investors, corporates,

10 years.

development agencies and governments are joining the space4.
Social enterprises are identified as key actors for building a society

For this report EN has collaborated with its social enterprise

and economy where people and the planet are at the centre and

support organisation members across Europe, neighbouring

thus to reach the UN SDGs by 2030.5

countries and outermost regions. It highlights a diversity of actors
supporting social entrepreneurs, ranging from national networks

The social enterprise ecosystem
is moving from its nascent state
to a more mature phase.

representing social enterprises to business incubators and from
social funds to universities and knowledge platforms. Support by
EN members is inclusive and exhaustive. A true diverse set of social
enterprises are represented by EN members. Social enterprises
supported include over 65 different legal forms. Together they
cover all SDGs. In addition, support is provided to social enterprises
in all growth stages, from ideation to growth and maturity.

Social enterprise infrastructure and support organisations have
been set-up mostly in the past 10 years with a few exceptions dating

This report provides an in-depth and overarching insight into

from earlier. A sharp increase can be noticed in both the foundation

the state of the Social Enterprise sector in Europe, neighbouring

and professionalisation of support organisations as well as social

countries and Europe’s outermost regions.

enterprises in the past years.
4 Longair, H. and Tora, K. (2015). Global Social Entrepreneurship Network, From Seed to Impact,
Building the Foundations for a High-impact Social Entrepreneurship Ecosystem.
5 British Council Think Global Trade Social, 2015; GlobeScan SustainAbility Leaders Surveys, 2018;
WEF Schwab Foundation Why 2021 can and should be the year for breakthrough collaboration, 2020; European
Commission
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Social entrepreneurs are
passionate entrepreneurs who
bring innovative solutions and
business models to the market

Key Observations 2020-2021 European and Neighbouring States Social Enterprise Sector
1. EN members are creating impact across all
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

2. Members are creating local and
international impact and employment6*

3. EN member organisations, leadership and
employees are young, diverse and female

EN members and the social entrepreneurs they support create

EN members have supported an estimated over 5,302 social enterprise

49% of EN members were founded in the past ~10 years. EN member

impact across all 17 UN SDGs. SDGs that the network and social

organisations directly and 27,138 social enterprises indirectly in the past

organisations leadership and staff are diverse. The EN network employs

entrepreneursparticularly have a focus on are:

year. This generated support benefits for 27,089 individuals directly and

an approximate 1200 paid staff, full-time and part-time. Staff numbers

622,875 individuals indirectly: a total of 32,440 social enterprise

range from just one part-time paid employee and 6 part-time volunteers

organisations and 649,964 individuals.

per EN member to 384 paid full-time and 176 part-time employees.

• SDG 8 decent work and economic growth (72%)
• SDG10 reduced inequalities (72%)

EN members have on average 13 full-time and 6 part-time employees,

• SDG17 partnerships for the goals (72%)

the number of volunteers differs widely.

• SDG4 quality education (60%)
• SDG 5 gender equality (60%)
• SDG11 sustainable cities and communities (60%)
• SDG12 responsible consumption and production (56%).

EN members and the social
entrepreneurs they support create
impact across all 17 UN SDGs.

Support was given to a total of 32,440
social enterprise organisations and
649,964 individuals.
EN members also created or helped to create over 5,440 new jobs.
96% of EN members operate in the country where they are based,
partnering with organisations and businesses grounded in their country

Overall, staff at social enterprise support organisations is relatively

of operation to provide locally rooted support to social entrepreneurs.

young: 88% is under 45. The majority of EN members (52%) employ
staff in the age range of 35 to 44 years old. In addition, most EN

72% of EN members operate at European level and 24% operate

members are led by women: 56% versus 44% led by men. In general,

internationally beyond Europe. 68% operate at all (inter)national

female staff is widely presented: 49% in Boards, 63% in management

levels: nationally, European and internationally beyond Europe.

teams and 66% of employees.

6 For responses with a * numbers have been derived extrapolating the average number, reported by EN members, to
the whole network. These numbers are therefore not exact, and should be considered as rough estimates. The survey
had a 76% response rate.
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Overall, staff at social enterprise
support organisations is relatively
young: 88% is under 45.

4. Members main support programmes are unique,
though similar
Social enterprises need different types of support to emerge, develop
and scale. The members of EN provide various types of support to

The largest group of EN members (28%)
has an annual budget ranging between
250,001-500,000EUR.

social enterprises, most notably capacity-building programmes

6. EN members could do more with more resources7

networking opportunities (80%), coaching and mentoring (80%),

The mean (average) budget of EN members is 1,058,404 EUR and the

knowledge exchange (64%), providing visibility/awareness building

median budget is 500,000 EUR per annum. This is relatively modest

(60%) and impact measurement (56%). The members of EN also

compared to the needs by the sector to scale according to potential.

research social enterprises (48%), advocate for policy change in favour

In addition, 1 out of 8 EN members have a budget under EUR50,000.

of the development of social enterprise (44%) and provide access to
These members can only provide basic services to social
entrepreneurs in their country and to realise more and better

Social enterprises need different types
of support to emerge, develop and scale.

support and representation it is an important matter to increase
their budget going forward. Specifically as well, since more than
52% of organisations operate with less than one year of financial
visibility at the moment.

5. Members are offering support across all
entrepreneurial development stages

The largest group of EN members (28%) has an annual budget ranging

EN members offer support across all entrepreneurial development

between 250,001-500,000EUR, followed by members with a budget

stages. The highest attention across the network members goes to

between 1-2,5 million EUR (1 out of 5 members) and 1 out of 8 EN

support social enterprises in the seed stage (30%), followed by the

members have an annual budget between 2,5-5 million EUR.

start-up stage (25%), early implementation stage (20%), late
implementation stage (15%) and steady stage (10%). A few EN members
do not provide support to steady stage social entrepreneurs at all,
other than engage them in knowledge exchange within the community,
to raise visibility through their success stories or example roles, or in
their advocacy and lobby role for social enterprises when representing
the whole sector.

14 Executive Summary

EN members’ sources of income are 77% based on non-trading
activities (grants, foundation funding, volunteering, donations)
and 23% on trading income (sale of products and services).

(offered by 84% of EN members), education and training (84%),

markets (40%) and funding support (36%), amongst other activities.

7. EN member income is mainly non-trading,
derived nationally and from governments

7 The mean (average) of a data set is found by adding all numbers in the data set and then dividing by the number of
values in the set. The median is the middle value when a data set is ordered from least to greatest. Unlike the mean,
the median value does not depend on all the values in the dataset. Consequently, when some of the values are more
extreme, the effect on the median is smaller. When you have a skewed distribution, the median is a better measure of
central tendency than the mean. By comparing the median to the mean, one can get an idea of the distribution of
a dataset. When the mean and the median are the same, the dataset is more or less evenly distributed from the lowest
to highest values.

On average, 70% of income of social
enterprise support organisations is
sourced nationally, 30% internationally.
For non-trading income, 80% of EN members receive grants
from the government/local authority/public sector, followed by
52% of foundation/philanthropic funding and 44% donations/funding/
sponsorships from corporates. 40% of members receive income from
membership fees.
For trading income, again, trading with the public sector
(municipalities, cities) is the most important income stream (36%),
followed by trading with profit-oriented companies (32%), trading
with third sector organisations (20%), social enterprises (16%) and
with fellow social enterprise support organisations (8%).

While the members of EN are providing
excellent support to social enterprises,
they do experience challenges and
external barriers to the growth of
the sector.

9. EN members and social enterprises
need an increase in support

11. EN members are increasingly engaged
in impact measurement

Identified most important needs of the sector:

88% of EN members collect data to perform impact measurement,

• dedicated support programmes

40% of EN members consider themselves (probable) frontrunners/

• tailored funding

thought leaders in impact measurement. 87% of EN members

• an enabling policy/legislative environment

measure their impact regularly. 1 out of 4 measure their impact

• more visibility.

continuously and > 1 out of 3 annually. Of those not yet engaged in
social impact measurement, all of them are planning to measure

8. EN members and the social enterprises they
support face barriers inhibiting their success

40% of EN members believe political support for social

impact in future. 56% of EN members refer to the UN SDGs in their

entrepreneurship in their country is low: indicating a substantial

impact reporting, 16% of members are planning to do this in future.

While the members of EN are providing excellent support to

gain can be made to engage political leadership across Europe

social enterprises, they do experience challenges and external

and neighbouring countries to increase the level of support in

barriers to the growth of the sector.

subsequent years.

12. EN members benefit from being part of a european
and neighbouring country umbrella network
Members of EN benefit from the network.

The most important challenges identified:

10. Demand for support outstrips supply

• lack of appropriate funding

There are tens of millions of social entrepreneurs starting up in the

Their top five reasons for joining the network are:

• insufficient organisational capacity of infrastructure

world every year. The European Commission estimates the amount of

• to be part of a growing international network of social enterprises

organisation compared to needs of the sector,

Social and Solidarity Economy enterprises in the EU to be 2 million,

and impact-driven leaders,

• limited visibility/awareness of the sector

10% of all business in the EU.8 EN members often have as national

• to collaborate in European projects,

• impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

networks for social entrepreneurs the role to represent all social

• get unique opportunities on (EU)-funding,

enterprises in their country. In providing direct and indirect support

• exchange knowledge and best practices and

Most important barriers to the sector:

(training, funding, mentoring, etc.), EN members are collectively

• feel represented at European level and call for policy changes.

• poor understanding/awareness of social enterprise and the sector

supporting a few over 32,000. So there is still a gap between those

• lack of appropriate financing options

they support and those they represent and those that potentially

• disadvantages concerning public and private procurement offerings

could use additional support currently not available. Next year,

• lack of supportive tax/fiscal framework.

support capacity is projected to increase; however, it is projected that
EN members, or other support organisations, will still not have
sufficient resources to provide support to all those who would have
the potential to change the world and help reach the SDGs by 2030.
8 CIRIEC, 2016. Recent evolutions of the social economy 2017 - https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/social-economy_en
2017 CIRIEC, 2016. Recent evolutions of the social economy in the European Union, EESC.
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Overall, EN members rate their
membership satisfaction as 8.8 out of 10,
this is a 1.5 point increase from past
--> years membership consultation.

Member Highlight

Social Entrepreneurship Network
Deutschland (SEND)
As a national membership body, the Social Entrepreneurship Network Deutschland
represents, connects and supports the growing community of social enterprises in
Germany.
The Social Entrepreneurship Network Germany (SEND) was founded in 2017 to give
German social entrepreneurs a voice, more visibility and to build important bridges
to politics, civil society and businesses. Thereby, SEND aims to improve the
framework for social innovations.
With a constantly growing network of members and partners SEND aims to create a
society, in which everyone benefits from progress.

EN’s active support, numerous
events, activities and efforts for
engagement of all members was of
great importance especially during
this difficult 2020!”
Member Testimonial
Penka Tsvetkova,
Bcause Foundation, Bulgaria
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1

Throughout Europe and neighbouring countries, social enterprises are still
conceived in significantly different manners by national legislations, policy

Celebrating diversity:
Social enterprise
support in Europe and
neighbouring countries

strategies and academics. EN members support all those different shapes and
forms of social enterprises, ranging from civil society organisations and NGOs,
to for-profit businesses that make a social impact.
EN members include a variety of social enterprise support organisations.
Throughout Europe and beyond, networks, social innovation centers,
governments, universities, knowledge centres, social investors, incubators
and accelerators are all actively supporting social enterprises to emerge,
develop and scale. EN connects all these types of organisations and represents
in all matters the interests of social enterprises and their support organisations.

Type of Support Organisation

Country of Origin

The membership of EN consists of a diverse range of social enterprise support organisations. Most EN members (44%) are

Most members of EN are present in West-European countries.

(inter)national networks for social enterprises/civil society leaders, followed by 28% of members who are incubators/accelerators.

EN has a smaller amount of members in Central and Eastern Europe
and one member in the outermost regions of the European Union.
It is also worth noting that most of them are established in big cities.

1 out of 4 EN members provide investments/funds to

EN’s aim is to invite and include high-quality members in all European
and neighbouring countries in the upcoming period, particularly in

social enterprises and 1 out 5 EN members are universities.

those countries where there is no membership yet.

44%
28%

(Inter)national network
for social enterprises/
civil society leaders

Incubator/
Accelerator

24%

24%

Training center/
institute

Impact investor/
Social fund/Foundation/
Philanthropic actor

20%

University/
Research center

Figure 1: Type of support organisations part of EN in 2020 – 2021 (Multiple answers possible)
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16%

Knowledge center/
platform

EN has members
in 21 countries

6 are non-EU
member states

EN members are active
in 45 countries.

Figure 2. Countries where EN members are located and active

Foundation Year
Almost half of EN members (49%) have been established in the past ~10 years, in alignment to a similar increase in rise and number of social
enterprises. EN members established before 2000 are in majority university members, funds and networks that were initially established
to support and represent civil society leaders and the third sector. These members have refocused in more recent years to include - also, or
exclusively - social entrepreneurs.
The first social enterprise national network members of EN established for the sole purpose of social entrepreneurship are Sociale Entreprenører i
Danmark (SED), EsLider (Portugal), Social Enterprise NL and the Estonian Social Enterprise Network, respectively founded in 2010, 2011, 2012 and
2012. The earliest founded EN members that today also support social entrepreneurs are: The Charities Aid Foundation (UK), Asociación Bienestar y
Desarrollo (Spain), Bcause Foundation (Bulgaria), Ideell Arena (Sweden), and Avise (France), respectively founded in 1974, 1990, 1995, 1998 and 2002.

49%
30%
18%
3%

1970–1979

0%

1980–1989

1990–1999

2000–2009

Figure 3. Countries where EN members are located and active
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2010–2019

Employees and Leadership
EN members are diverse in size. The largest part of EN members (24%) employ between 5-9 full-time paid staff.

The use of volunteers ranges
across EN membership.

This is followed by ~ 1 out of 5 EN members employing less than 5 full-time paid staff and ~ 1 out of 5 employing
between 10-19 full-time paid staff. ~ 1 out of 16 EN members do not employ any full-time paid staff.
These organisations do employ part-time paid staff and volunteers.

48% of EN members do not work with any volunteers. ~ 1 out of 12
EN members work with groups of volunteers ranging between 50-

On average EN members employ 13 full-time paid staff
and 6 part-time paid staff (non-rounded 12.8 and 5.5).

249 part-time volunteers.

80%

52%

48%

21%

24%

21%

6%

0

Figure 4.

0–4

5–9

28%

10–1

6%

6%

6%

20–2

30–3

40–49

3%

50–99

6%

100+

Full-time paid staff (FTE)
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18%

12%

16%

12%

4%

0%

0

0–4

5–9

10–19

Full-time paid staff (PTE)

20–29

12%

0

0–4

5–9

Full-time volunteers (FTE)

0

0–5

5–4

8%

50–249

Part-time volunteers (PTE)

Employees and Leadership
Overall, staff at social enterprise support organisations are relatively

The support organisations for social enterprise that are a member of

The support organisations for social enterprise that are a member of

young: 88% is under 45. The majority of EN members (52%) employ

EN are in majority led by females.

EN are in majority led by females.

staff in the age range of 35 to 44 years old.

4
8

36
%

%

44

56
96% answered
88% answered

52

88% answered

63%

66%

Management
team

Workforce

49%
average

25–34

35–44

45–54

55–64

Q. What is the average age of your organisation’s paid staff?

Male

Female

Figure 5. Gender of leadership of social enterprise support organisations

Board

Q. What’s the percentage of women in your
board, management team and workforce?
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Annual Budget

Revenues

Evidence from the mainstream business support sector shows that organisations with larger budgets perform

~ 1 out of 4 EN members - of those that reported revenues - had annual revenues last year between

better.9 In this light it is interesting to view the budgets of EN members. The largest group of EN members (28%)

250,001-500,000EUR.

has an annual budget ranging between 250,001-500,000EUR, followed by members with a budget between
1-2,5 million EUR (1 out of 5 members). It is remarkableto see that no members of EN fall in the 50,001-100,000
EUR range. This could indicate that in many cases social enterprise support organisations that professionalise
leap this range and move directly to an annual budget above 100,000EUR, or in most cases even to a budget

Average annual revenue of EN members in 2020
was 908,813 EUR and mean annual revenue 475,000 EU.

above 250,000EUR.Finally, 1 out of 8 EN members have an annual budget between 2,5-5 million EUR.

The average budget of EN members is 1,058,404 EUR, the
median budget10 is 500,000 EUR.

36%

28%
12%

0 - 50,000

12%

8%

4%

100,001–
250,000

20%

250,001–
500,000

500,001–
1 million

1 million–
2,5 million

2,5 million–
5 million

16%

No
answer

Q. What is your organisation’s annual budget (in euros)?

9 Lewis, D., Harper-Anderson, E. & Molnar, L. (2011). Incubating success. [ONLINE]. Available at: https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/ineap/Incubating-Success-Report.pdf
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24%
8%

0–
50,000

4%

4%

50,001–
100,000

100,001–
250,000

4%

250,001–
500,000

500,001–
1 million

12%

1 million–
2,5 million

8%

2,5 million–
5 million

No
answer

Q. What were your approximate total revenues of last year (in euros)?

10 The mean is the sum of all the answers in a set (e.g. 167) divided by the amount of respondents in the set (e.g. 10). The median is the middle point of a number set, in which half the
numbers are above the median and half are below. Unlike the mean, the median value does not depend on all the values in the dataset. Consequently, when some of the values are
more extreme, the effect on the median is smaller. When you have a skewed distribution, the median is a better measure of central tendency than the mean. By comparing the median
to the mean, one can get an idea of the distribution of a dataset. When the mean and the median are the same, the dataset is more or less evenly distributed from the lowest to highest
values.

Types of Income
EN members’ sources of income are 77% based on non-trading

On average, 70% of income of social enterprise support

activities (grants, foundation funding, volunteering, donations) and

organisations is sourced nationally, 30% internationally.

23% on trading income (sale of products and services).

23
30

%

%

70

77

Non-trading activities

Trading activities

Nationally

Internationally

Q. Approximately what proportion of your organisation’s total income

Q. Approximately what proportion of your organisation’s

is generated from trading activities versus non-trading activities?

total income is generated nationally versus internationally?
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Types of Income

40% of members receive

80% of EN members receive grants
from the government/local authority/
public sector.

If we look at trading income, again, trading with the public sector
(municipalities, cities) is the most important income stream (36%).
This is highlighting the importance of socially responsible public

income from membership fees.

procurement, in line with European Commission research and
findings.11 followed by trading with profit-oriented companies (32%),

This income source is by far the most important income source

trading with third sector organisations (20%), social enterprises (16%)

for social enterprise support organisations. It is followed by 52%

and with fellow social enterprise support organisations (8%).

of foundation/philanthropic funding and 44% donations/funding/
sponsorships from corporates.

Trading activities...

Non-trading activities...
80%

52%
36%

40%

32%
20%

The public
sector

44%

Profit-oriented
companies

Third sector
organisations

28%
16%

Social
Enterprises

12%

Foundations

24%

24%

20%

8%

SE Support
Organisations

20%
8%

Grants from
government/
local authority/
public sector

Funding from
foundation/
philanthropic

Q. What are your sources of income?

11 European Commission, Social Procurement https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/public-procurement/tools-public-buyers/social-procurement_en
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Donations/
Funding from
Corporates/
profit-oriented
companies

Membership
fees

Pro-bono
donations from
organisational
stakeholders

Private
volunteering

Donations
from private
persons

Corporate
volunteering

Donations
from social
enterprises

4%

Crowdfunding/
crowdinvesting

8%

Don’t Know

Other

Membership and Income
EN is a membership organisation. EN membership consists of social

Their membership consists of social enterprises, civil society

enterprise support organisations. 40% of EN members are membership

organisations and in some cases individual social entrepreneurs/

organisations too.

impact-driven leaders. EN members with members have on average
220 members, mean number of members is 100.
There is a clear increase that can be seen in membership, specifically
for national networks, when these support organisations are beyond

7

seed and start-up phase and have an objective to grow membership
and programming. Of the 60% of EN member organisations without

36

members, 93% will not turn its organisation into a membership
model, 7% is undecided.

%
60
4
30%

93

30%
20%

Yes

(membership fee)

Yes

(free membership)

Q. Does your organisation have members?

No

10-49

No
50-249

250-499
Undecided

20%

499+

Q. How many members does your organisation have?
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Do you aim to charge membership fees in future?

Member Highlight

Smart Kolektiv
Smart Kolektiv is an independent, nonprofit organization
founded in 2003 in Belgrade.
As one of the pioneering organizations in the area of social entrepreneurship, Smart
Kolektiv’s work has been focused on creation of an enabling environment for social
enterprises(SEs), concrete support to existing SEs, establishment of new SEs, capacity
building for SEs and potential social entrepreneurs, and development of resources,
tools and a knowledge base that can be used by different interested parties.

Euclid Network is a dynamic group
of positive social change
enthusiasts who are shaping policy,
field capacity and collaboration to
better tackle the social challenges
of our time together.”
Member Testimonial
Gorgi Krlev,
Center for Social Investment,
Heidelberg University
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Growth and Financial Health of
Social Enterprise Support Organisations

Intentions to Scale
To scale, by far the most popular activity is the development of new products/services: 80% of EN members are planning activities to achieve scaling
their organisations this way. Scaling through marketing/advertising is a second opportunity planned by 36% of EN members. 32% if EN members aim
to win business as part of a consortium, in alignment with a key service that EN offers its members: to build consortia and apply for (EU)-funding.

88% of EN members have intentions to scale their social enterprise support organisation.

80%

36%

New
products/
services

Increase
marketing/
advertising

32%

Win
business
consortium

32%

New
process(es)

28%

Increase
members

28%

Increase
staff
training

28%

New
geographic
markets

24%

New
markets/
target
groups

20%

Merge/
partner

16%

Recruit
more
staff

12%

New IT
tools/
software

8%

8%

Reduce
costs/
increase
efficiency

Increase
membership
fees

8%

Replicate/
franchise

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

Seek
investment
to increase
growth rate

Increase
prices/
margins

Invest in
new capital
assets

Change
brand

Don’t
know

Q. Does your organisation intend to scale? If yes, what kind of activity do you plan to achieve scaling?
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12%

Does
not want
to scale

Financial Health, Planning and Forecasts
Due to COVID-19, 2020-2021 are not the most exemplary years to
assess financial health of social enterprise support organisations.
Still, the majority of EN members (71%) returned a profit (17%) or
ended the year break even (54%). No member reported a loss.

Current revenues and forecasts are showing a resilient sector:

In addition, there is a positive trend/increase expected for revenues

only 4% of EN members indicate their
revenues decreased the past 12 months.

for the next 12 months, from 29% to 38%. Nevertheless, there is also

Though 29% of EN members did not provide an answer on their

a small increased fear of potential decreasing revenues from 4% to 8%.
EN will monitor this development closely and support its members in
avoiding potential decreases where possible.

financial year end status.

4

8

17

4

13

4

29

8

29

38
%

%

%

54

38

54

Profit

Break
Even

Stayed
the same

Increased
significantly

Increased

Stayed
the same

Decreased

Don’t
know

Increased
significantly

Increased

Stayed
the same

Decreased

Don’t
know

Q. Regarding last year, did you make a

Q. Has your budget in the past 12 months

Q. Thinking about the next 12 months, do you think your

profit, loss or did you break even?

increased, decreased, or stayed roughly the same?

budget will increase, decrease or stay the same?
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Financial Health, Planning and Forecasts
The positive trend of increasing valuation of the concept of social entrepreneurship and increase

However, safe financial planning horizons remain short for the social enterprise support organisation sector.

in entrepreneurs, also offers opportunities to hire staff at social enterprise support organisations.

Over half of EN members (52%) can only run their organisations up to 12 months on currently committed
income/funding, without encountering long-term, regular cash-flow problems. ~ 1 out of 4 EN members only
have reserves for up to 6 months. 28% of EN members did not provide an answer.

92% of EN members will hire more staff (44%)
or keep the same number of staff (48%).

This is specifically an important concern for members that do not have contracts or fees with regular and
reliable payments, but rely on periodic grants, fundraising events, campaigns, or seasonal activities.12
During the COVID-19 pandemic it was seen that several government grants were moved to COVID-19
emergency funds, which at moments, were not well available to social entrepreneurs and intermediaries.

48%
36%
24%
8%

Substantially
more than
currently

More than
currently

The
same

0%

0%

Fewer than
currently

Substantially
fewer

8%

Don’t
know

Q. Do you expect to employ more, the same, or fewer paid staff than currently in 12 months time?

4%

0–3

0%

4–6

28%

24%

7–9

16%
0%

10–13

13–15

0%

19–21

22–24

4%

24+

Q. How long does your organisation have a safe financial planning? (Months)

12 https://www.fundsforngos.org/all-listings/great-debate-nonprofits-financial-reserves/
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16–18

0%

No
answer

Member Highlight

Charities Aid Foundation
The Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) exists to make giving go further, so together we
can transform more lives and communities around the world.
As a charity, bank and a champion for better giving, CAF has been helping donors,
companies and charities make a bigger impact for over 90 years.

It is clear that Euclid Network is a
strong and nurturing network. We
joined EN in order to help us reach
our ambitious impact goals.”
Member Testimonial
Maria Modigh, COO,
Reach for Change
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Making Social Impact:
What Support is Given, to
Whom, with What Effect?

Social enterprises supported by members of EN operate in all
sectors of the economy and cover all United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. By putting social and environmental
objectives before profit they generate social impact.

Type of Support Offered to Social Enterprises
The members of EN provide various types of support to social enterprises, most notably capacity-building
programmes (offered by 84% of EN members), education and training (84%), networking opportunities
(80%), coaching and mentoring (80%), knowledge exchange (64%), providing visibility/awareness building

Social enterprises need different types
of support to emerge, develop and scale.

(60%) and impact measurement (56%).
The members of EN also research social enterprise(s), advocate for policy change in favour of the
development of social enterprise and provide access to funding/markets support, amongst other activities.

84%

84%

80%

80%
64%

60%

56%

48%

44%

40%

36%

36%
24%

Capacity-building

Education/
Training

Networking

Coaching/
Mentoring

Knowledge
exchange

Visibility/
Awareness
building

Impact
measurement

Research

Lobby/
Advocacy

Q. How do you provide support to your members/beneficiaries?
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Access to
markets/
customers

Financial
support/
Funding

Awards

(Co-) working
space

16%

Other

Reach of Support
96% of EN members are active at the national level.
Followed by ~ 3 out of 4 members that are active at the European level
and close to ~ 1 out of 4 members that are active internationally beyond Europe.

96%
72%
56%
40%

32%

24%

28%

12%

Internationally
beyond Europe

European and
neighbouring
country

European

Regional

National

Regional/
provincial

Local authority/
city

Q. At which geographical level(s) is your organisation active to achieve your social/environmental goals?
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Neighbourhood/
community

Beneficiaries

Organisational Beneficiaries

Most EN members provide support at the organisational

Most EN members provide support at the organisational level (88%), while ~ 1 out of 4 EN members (also)

level (88%), while ~ 1 out of 4 EN members (also) provide

provide support at the individual level i.e. to specific target groups.

support at the individual level i.e. to specific target groups.

88%

86%
64%

64%

52%

45%
36%
28%

32%
23%

4%

NGOs, Social
enterprises,
governments

Society
in general

Specific
target groups

Animals, plants,
abiotic groups

Q. Who are the beneficiaries of your organisation?
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Social
enterprises

Social enterprise
support
organisations

Civil society
organisations

Social/
Impact investors

Universities/
Research centers

Q. What type of organisations receive your support?

Governments

Other

Social Enterprise Growth Stages Supported

Together, the
members of EN
provide support to
social enterprises in
all phases.

Social enterprises require dedicated support in every growth stage. Where starting social enterprises may benefit most from mentoring and
capacity-building programmes, scale-ups are mostly in need of funding opportunities. While some EN members have specific expertise on
supporting social enterprises in the idea or start-up phase, others support social enterprise in the scale-up or growth phase.

36

36

Seed stage
%

36

Startup stage
%

64

60

36

Early implementation
%

64

36

Late implementation
%
24

4

8

YES

NO

No
Answer

Figure 6: Percentage of EN members that provide support per growth stage
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56

Steady stage
%

40

Social Enterprise
Growth Stages
Supported

Together, the
members of EN
provide support to
social enterprises in
all phases.

11

Social enterprises require dedicated
29

support in every growth stage. Where
starting social enterprises may benefit
most from mentoring and

17

capacity-building programmes, scaleups are mostly in need of funding
opportunities. While some EN

%

members have specific expertise on
supporting social enterprises in the
idea or start-up phase, others
support social enterprise in the scaleup or growth phase.

40
21

Seed stage 29%

Start up stage 23%

23

Early implementation 21%

Late implementation 17%

Figure 7: Aggregate percentage of support provided per social enterprise growth stage across all EN members 13

13 Data for this graph is based on responses from 64% of EN member
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Steady Stage 11%

Beneficiary Target Groups
EN members that have a focus on specific target groups/individuals, mostly focus on
supporting children/youth (67%) and migrants/refugees/asylum seekers (67%).

67%

67%
50%

50%

50%

50%

50%
33%

Children/
young
individuals
in general

Migrants/
Refugees/
asylum
seekers

Long-term
unemployed

Individuals
with very low
income/debts

Women/girls

Older
individuals
losing
independence/
in general

Individuals
living in rural/
remote areas

Individuals
disadvantaged
due to sexual
orientation/
gender identity

33%

Individuals
disadvantaged
due to race/
ethnicity/religion

33%

Individuals
with a physical
disability

17%

17%

17%

17%

17%

Individuals
that have
no/not enough
medical access

Individuals with
mental illness/
mental health
problems/
psychological
disability

Individuals
with a learning
disability

Young/
Single
parents

Other

Q. What target groups or individuals do you/your members and beneficiaries provide services or benefits to?
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United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
96% of EN members are aware of the United Nations

Most EN members support social enterprises active in the SDGs decent work and economic growth (SDG8) (72%), reduced inequalities (SDG10) (72%),

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 76% even actively

partnerships for the goals (SDG17) (72%), quality education (SDG4)(60%), gender equality (SDG5) (60%), sustainable cities and communities (SDG11) (60%),

pursue these goals as part of their impact-driven mission.

and responsible consumption and production (SDG12) (56%).

Social enterprises supported by EN members cover ALL impact areas and SDGs.
4

20

%
72%
60%
44%

76

40%

60%

Actively pursue the SDGs

YES

DO NOT actively pursue the SDGs

72%
60%

44%

44%
20%

YES

72%

20%

56%
40%
28%
12%

No

Q. Are you aware of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)?
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Figure 8. United Sustainable Development Goals pursued by EN members and beneficiaries

12%

Impact Areas of Particular Interest
to Members of EN
Members of EN indicate they are particularly interested in the impact areas of education, climate action,
gender equality and poverty reduction. Compared to last year the topics of education, climate action and
gender equality have particularly increased in interest.

67%
54%

50%

50%
38%

Education

Climate action

Gender equality

Poverty reduction

Q. What impact areas are you specially interested in?
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Health

33%

Migration

25%

Other

EN Members Social and Environmental
Procurement Responsibility #BuySocial
When your organisation procures products, how important are the following aspects in your decisions?

EN Members and #Buy Social

EN Partners and #Buy Social

Euclid Network and its members launched a

Euclid Network joined the World Economic Forum

European Community of Practice on Social

COVID Response Alliance for Social Entrepreneurs in

Procurement #Buy Social, at its Annual General

2020. Together with Yunus Social Business, Acumen

Meeting in 2020. In addition, a steering group was

and the IKEA Foundation, EN co-leads the Alliance’s

set-up that will organise several events and

Corporate Access Cluster work group that is focused

meetings going forward, amongst others a

on matching social entrepreneurs and corporates to

90-minute session at the European Commission

successfully close social procurement relationships,

European Social Economy Summit in May 2021,

and increase demand and supply of social procurement

including speakers from EN members Social

sellers and buyers, amongst others.

Enterprise NL, Social Entrepreneurship Network
Deutschland (SEND) and the Irish Social Enterprise
Network (ISEN).

75%

76%

84%

Costs

Environmental

Social

Responsibility

Responsibility
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Member Highlight

Social Enterprise Network Switzerland
(SENS)
SENS stands for a meaningful economy as well as for social entrepreneurship
Switzerland. As a national platform, we represent and promote impact-oriented
companies in Switzerland, connecting them across industries and with
the European environment.
We do this with public relations, educational offers, events,
research and a startup and innovation program.

The network has brought us
valuable knowledge and
opportunities on the European
arena that we would not have been
able to access on our own”.
Member Testimonial
Lina Palmer, Impact Lead,
Forum for Social Innovation Sweden
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Social Impact
Measurement
by EN members

Data is mostly collected through: focus groups; interviews regional research;
questionnaires; financial reports of members and beneficiaries; and participation
metrics. EN members most advanced in impact measurement have in place a Theory
of Change and/or Logical Framework(s) and measure output/outcome/impact
indicators per project and program periodically and report annually.

Social Impact Measurement by EN members
While 88% of EN members collect data to perform impact
measurement, 40% of EN members consider themselves (probable)
frontrunners/thought leaders in impact measurement.

4

20%

20%

Yes

Probably
Yes

24%

24%

8

4

%

%

96

88

12%

Neutral

Probably
No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Not yet

Q. Do you consider yourself a frontrunner/

Q. Do you collect any data to measure

Q. Do you measure your social

thought leader in impact measurement?

the impact of your organisation’s activities?

environmental impact regularly?
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Other

Social Impact Measurement by EN members
87% of EN members measure their impact regularly. 1 out of 4 measure their impact continuously and
> 1 out of 3 annually. Of those not yet engaged in social impact measurement, all of them are planning to
measure impact in future. 56% of EN members refer to the UN SDGs in their impact reporting, 16% of
members are planning to do this in future.

16
28

%

16

40

35%
25%

20%
5%

Continuously

Monthly

10%

Quarterly

5%

Half yearly

Yearly

Q. How do you collect data to measure your social/environment impact?
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Adhoc

Yes

To some extent

We are planning to

No

Q. Do you refer to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals to report on your impact?

Member Highlight

WU Vienna
The Vienna University of Economics and Business (WU) is the biggest university
focusing on business and economics in Europe. It has been ranked as one of the best
business schools in Europe and provides applied research, capacity-building
programmes and consultancy to its members as well as to other stakeholders,
students and the public.
WU has an international outlook and is actively working to live up to its social
responsibility as an educational institution for the leaders of tomorrow. WU’s
Competence Center for NPOs and Social Entrepreneurship actively addresses topics
that are important for organizations with a focus on social added value
and the public sector.

I am proud to be part of Euclid
Network and the connections you
enable across Europe.”
Member Testimonial
Pat Armstrong, CEO,
ACOSVO
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This is the first attempt by EN and its members to engage in in-depth impact

The Impact of EN
Members in 2020-2021

measurement of our own impact. This also showcases directly that this is a
developing area and that a few of the international and national social enterprise
support organisations have a way to go to measure their own impact successfully.
More and more EN members are working on this topic proactively: 64% has indicated
impact measurement to be a top 3 key learning priority for their staff in 2021-2022.

Social Enterprises Directly and Indirectly
Supported By EN Members in 2020-2021

Individuals Directly and Indirectly Supported
by Members and Beneficiaries of EN Members

Total number of social enterprises supported by

Total number of individuals supported by and

and through EN members in 2020-2021 was 32,440.

through EN members in 2020-2021 was 649,964.

EN members provided direct

EN members provided indirect

EN members provided direct

EN members provided indirect

support to in total

support to in total

support to in total

support to in total

5,302 social
enterprise
organisations,

27,138 social
enterprise
organisations,

27,089 individuals,

622,875 individuals,

based on an average of 821

based on an average of 18,875

annually per EN member.16

annually per EN member.17

based on an average of 161

based on an average of 822

annually per EN member.14

annually per EN member.15

14 This number is extrapolated from 72% of EN members who reported data.
15 This number is extrapolated from 72% of EN members who reported data.
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16 This number is extrapolated from 68% of EN members who reported insights.
17 This number is extrapolated from 68% of EN members who reported insights.

New Jobs Created

Effectiveness of Support
Employees/Impact: on average…

In most cases, one can see that larger social
enterprise support organisations are more
effective and efficient in supporting and
representing social entrepreneurs, social

In 2020 EN members
created or helped
create 5,440 jobs.

27 social enterprises

enterprises and beneficiaries. Though for

were supported per

535 individuals

4,5 jobs

employee working for

were supported

were created

where in general EN member organisations tend

a social enterprise

per employee

per employee

to be smaller, some support is better than no

support organisation

countries where few support is available, and

support at all.
This provides an incentive for EN, governments,

These jobs were created because

investors and other stakeholders to take stock

new enterprises were founded and/or

and invest in countries where no infrastructure is

enterprises or support organisations

present, to invest in smaller social enterprise

scaled up and required more staff.

support organisations to reach scale, and to

Budget/Impact: on average…

invest in organisations at the international,
transnational level who support social enterprise
support organisations to reach scale, such as
ENand/or the Social Enterprise World Forum,

10 social enterprises

190 individuals

1,5 jobs

were supported per

were supported per

were created per

10,000 EUR budget

10,000 EUR budget

10,000 EUR budget

amongst others.
Evidence from mainstream business support
organisations indicates this will lead to more
effective and efficient support and thus an
increase in the success of social enterprises
across Europe, to #buildbackbetter a post-COVID
society and economy and increase chances that
we will be able to reach the UN SDGs by 2030.
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Member Highlight

PULSE
PULSE is a non-profit organisation part of SOS GROUP, Europe’s first company
devoted to social and societal change.
Since 2006, the mission of PULSE is to lead positive change in all regions to create
pathways towards entrepreneurship as a lever for inclusive and sustainable
development.
In Africa and Europe , PULSE develops support courses within its incubators and
beyond, thanks to digitalized and travelling tracks. PULSE also works with local
organisations to strengthen their services to entrepreneurs.

Some Euclid Network members
were in fact organisations that
we’ve previously collaborated with
- we instantly decided to be part of
the network as well!”
Member Testimonial:
Gonca Ongan, Executive Director,
Koç University Social Impact Forum
(KUSIF)
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Impact of COVID-19

EN Member New Activities Under COVID-19

Challenges and Opportunities for
EN Members During COVID-19

In 2020, COVID-19 impacted the world, EN members and beneficiaries. The majority of EN members resiliently took on new
activities for existing target groups (64%) or developed offers for new target groups (32%). 8% of EN members struggled with

88% of EN member organisations faced
challenges due to COVID-19.

the impact of the pandemic on their organisation and therefore decided to not have new activities.

80% of EN members changed to digital offers for their existing target group.
60% of EN members helped other companies/social entrepreneurs during the pandemic.

1

2

Closed businesses/
cancelled events
(56%)

A lack of financing
via sponsorships/
donations/
crowdfunding
(32%)

80%
64%

3

60%

Difficulty
changing to
digital offer
(28%)

32%
8%

Changed to digital offers
for our existing target group

Developed new offers for
our existing target group

Helped other companies/
Social Entrepreneurs

Developed offers for
a new target group

Figure 9. EN members reaction to the impact of COVID-19
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No new activities, as we struggled
with COVID-19 ourselves

Figure 10. The top 3 challenges as perceived by
88% EN members due to the impact of COVID-19

COVID-19 Challenges,
Opportunities & Innovations

“COVID has made it difficult to animate our community

Many EN members as well expressed that even though the
impact of COVID-19 is tough, it has also brought new opportunities
and innovation. Social entrepreneurs are used to reacting swiftly
to changes in society and addressing them. This social

(teams, partners) internationally and has affected the
well-being of our teams.”

entrepreneurial mindset and skill-set allowed the whole sector
to react swiftly and with resilience to the impacts of COVID-19.

56%
32%

28%

24%

12%

None

Closed businesses/
cancelled events

Lack of financing

Difficulty changing
to digital offers

Closed schools/
universities

16%

No possibility
to reach social
target group

12%

12%

Investors insecure

End of
existing funding

Q. What challenges did your organisation face due to COVID-19?
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8%

8%

Lack of money
to pay employees
and fixed costs

Decreasing sales

4%

Investment/
loans less available

12%

Other

COVID-19 Challenges, Opportunities & Innovations
“More crowded space and
competition for funding.”
“More organisations opened or
also lost funding and so previous
opportunities were flooded with
new players.”
“Most of the governmental
EU-funding planned programmes
were closed and funds redirected
to COVID related programmes.”
“COVID-19 forced us to renew and
reinvent ourselves rapidly - tough but
in many ways good development!”
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“COVID-19 has been a serious tool
to transition into a more cooperative
environment and more connection
with stakeholders, members,
international and across Europe”
“The terrible impacts of COVID-19
have encouraged social enterprises to
network digitally. This has been a
huge advantage and we hope that it
continues.”

7

Challenges, barriers
and Needs of the Social
Enterprise Support
Organisation

Organisations providing support to social entrepreneurs still experience several
challenges and barriers to their development, of which a need to raise visibility,
awareness and understanding can be partially related to the still relatively nascent
state of the social enterprise sector.

Political Support Nationally
40% of EN members believe political support for social entrepreneurship in their country is low. This
means there is a substantial gain to engage political leadership in most of the countries across Europe and
neighbouring countries to increase the level of support in subsequent years. This starts with raising visibility,
awareness and understanding about social enterprise with politicians and government administrations.

Main Challenges in Providing Support
to Social Enterprises
The support organisations that operate in this sector experience a number of challenges in providing
support to social enterprises.

4

1

32

40

%

76

Moderate

High

Lack of funding for infrastructure support
organisations and social enterprises and
tailored financing schemes

Sufficient organisational capacity
infrastructure organisations compared
to needs of the sector

3

4

Limited visibility/awareness of the secto
r

24

Low

2

No
Answer

Q. How would you rate the political support for Social Entrepreneurship in your country?
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Same as last year

Impact COVID-19 pandemic

NEW

Down 1 place

Figure 11. These challenges were most frequently stated

Main Barriers for Social Enterprises

1

EN members identify as main barriers of the
social enterprises they represent and the sector...

76%

Poor understanding/
awareness of
social enterprise
and the sector

3

Lack of
appropriate
financing
options

4

Disadvantages
concerning public
procurement
offerings

Lack of
supportive
tax/fiscal
framework

76%
64%

Lack of
financial options
once started

2

Poor
understanding/
awareness of
Social Enterprises
among banks/
investors/
corporates/
support
organisations

Lack of
financial options
when starting

64%

Disadvantages
concerning public
procurement
offerings

60%

Poor
understanding/
awareness of
Social Enterprises
among general
public/customers

56%

Lack of a
supportive
fiscal/tax
framework

52%

52%

Lack of
patient capital
(long-term capital/
no quick profit
expectation)

Difficulties
in scaling
internationally

48%

Lack of public
support schemes

44%

Too complex
public
financing

44%

Difficulties in
maintaining/
attracting
customers

36%

Lack of access
to social
entrepreneurship
specific support
(i.e. incubators,
accelerators,
network
organisations)

32%

Weak lobby
for Social
Entrepreneurship

Q. What main barriers do you believe your members/beneficiaries face?
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32%

Insufficient
managerial
skills

24%

Missing
specific legal
entity

24%

Difficulties in
expanding
internationally/
cross-border

24%

Lack of
qualified
employees

24%

Low cooperation
in the social
sector

4%

4%

Other

None

Main Barriers for Social Enterprises
EN members identify as main barriers of the social enterprises they represent and the sector:

Lack of financial options once started
Poor understanding/ awareness of Social Enterprises among
banks/investors/corporates/support organisations
Lack of financial options when starting an organisation

Q. How much do you believe these barriers
hinder your members/beneficiaries?

Very much hinder

Disadvantages concerning public procurement offerings
Poor understanding/awareness of Social Enterprises among general
public/customers
Lack of a supportive fiscal/ tax framework
Lack of patient capital (long-term capital/no quick profit expectation)

Much hinder
Moderate hinder
Slight hinder

Difficulties in scaling internationally

No hinder
Lack of public support schemes
Too complex public financing
Difficulties in maintaining/attracting customers
Lack of access to social entrepreneurship specific support
(i.e. incubators, accelerators, network organisations)
Weak lobby for Social Entrepreneurship
Insufficient managerial skills
Lack of qualified employees
Low cooperation in the social sector
Missing specific legal entity
Difficulties in expanding internationally/ cross-border
Other
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Not perceived as barrier

EN members identify the following 4 top needs
of the social enterprise sector...

Top Needs of the Social Enterprise Sector

1

Dedicated
support
programmes

2

Tailor-made
financing
schemes

3

An enabling
policy/legislative
environment

Dedicated support
programmes

#1

#2

#3

An enabling
policy/legislative
environment

Tailor-made
financing

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

Visibility

#9
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More cross-sector
organisational
cooperation

Solid impact
measurement

Q. In your opinion, what are the top needs of the sector?

Data, research
& insights

Education

4

More
visibility

Social Enterprise Legal Status - Yes or No
The majority of EN members (72%) believe there is value in having a specific social enterprise legal status nationally. Of those 36% have experience
with a social enterprise legal status in their country, 36% do not have a legal status yet, but believe it should be there. 1 out of 8 EN members do

EN member insights regarding
a legal social enterprise status:

not believe there is a need for a legal status.

“The legal scheme needs more
public promotion and needs a stronger
control with the companies that register
as a registered social enterprise.”
“The current legal form is great,
but it needs an image change and
promotion by the government.”

36%

Yes, we do not have a legal
status for SE and believe it
should be there in the future

“We are currently undecided. A legal
framework can generate more security.
But it can also lead to more rigidity.“

36%

Yes, we have a legal status
for SE and it is of value

12%

12%

No, we do not have a legal status
for SE, and there is no need

Don’t know

4%

Other

Q. Does your organisation believe it is/would be of value to have a specific Social Enterprise (SE) legal status in your country?
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Benefits of
the EN Network

The EN Network provides opportunities for social enterprise support organisations
to connect with international peers, share good practices, produce professional and
entrepreneurial knowhow and research, engage and participate in European projects,
successfully raise (EU)-funding (together), influence (inter)national policies and raise
the visibility and understanding of social enterprise internationally.

Top 5 Reasons for Joining EN

Valued EN Activities

The members of EN indicate the below statements
as their top five reasons for joining the network

The following activities are considered
highly relevant by the members of EN

1

Be part of a growing international network of social enterprises and impact-driven leaders

1

International networking opportunities
(same place as last year)

2

Collaborate in European projects

2

Updates on relevant EU policy and funding opportunities
(moved up from place 4 last year to place 2 this year)

3

Get unique opportunities on (EU)-Funding

3

Events
(e.g. EN Impact summit, webinars, workshops)

4

Exchange knowledge and best practices

4

International peer exchanges
(2nd place last year - due to COVID-19 in-person exchanges severely decreased)

5

Feel represented at European level and call for policy changes

5

Knowledge sharing
(e.g. through best practices, case studies, EN Knowledge Centre, (EU)-Funding Toolkit) (1 up)

6

Access to relevant opportunities that can be offered to our members/beneficiaries
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Key Learning Areas

General EN Member Satisfaction

EN members indicate the following key learning
areas to be of most importance for 2021

1
2

(EU-)Funding

Social Innovation

3

Impact Measurement

4

Access to International Markets/Customers
(Buy Social/social procurement programs and activities)

5

Opportunities for My Members/Beneficiaries
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“The network has brought
us valuable knowledge
and opportunities on the
European arena that we
would not have been able
to access on our own”.
Member testimonial: Lina
Palmer, Impact Lead, Forum
for Social Innovation Sweden

“I am proud to be part of Euclid Network and
the connections you enable across Europe.”
Member testimonial: Pat Armstrong, CEO, ACOSVO

“EN’s active support, numerous events, activities and efforts for
engagement of all members was of great importance especially
during this difficult 2020!”
Member testimonial: Penka Tsvetkova, Bcause Foundation, Bulgaria

“It is clear that Euclid Network is a strong and nurturing network.
We joined EN in order to help us reach our ambitious impact goals.”
Member testimonial: Maria Modigh, COO, Reach for Change

Overall, members rate their
satisfaction of the EN Network as a
8.8 out of 10. This is an increase of
1.5 points since last year’s
membership survey.

“Euclid Network is a dynamic
group of positive social
change enthusiasts who are
shaping policy, field capacity
and collaboration to better
tackle the social challenges
of our time together.”
Member testimonial: Gorgi Krlev,
Center for Social Investment,
Heidelberg University

Survey Methodology
The EN members’ survey aims to capture the activity of

The questionnaire broadly covers eight topics

Data limitations

social enterprise support organisations that are based in

• Organisational structure

EN members are diverse in terms of their organisational and financial

Europe, neighbouring countries and Europe’s outermost

• Financial structure

structure and social impact outcomes. Although we have at times

regions. The survey targets full EN members. The sample

• Growth and financial health

explored this granularity within this report, it should be noted that

size is limited to members of the EN Network, which means

• Social impact, range and methods of support

measures such as mean averages may not hold their overall strength

results are not necessarily representative for the whole

• Social impact measurement

for some questions, due to this diversity. In addition, for several

social enterprise support sector.

• Challenges, barriers and needs of the Social Enterprise sector

results, we have extrapolated averages to the whole EN network.

• Impact of COVID-19

These data points should be considered at its value, as very rough

• EN membership evaluation.

initial estimates.

The EN members’ survey aims to capture the activity of social
enterprise support organisations that are based in Europe,
neighbouring countries and Europe’s outermost regions. The survey
targets full EN members. The sample size is limited to members of the
EN Network, which means results are not necessarily representative
for the whole social enterprise support sector.
The survey was developed by the EN Knowledge Centre, based

In January 2020 the survey was emailed to
33 EN members with follow-up reminders
sent over the following month. 25 EN
members responded to the survey.

on the results of a first qualitative member survey conducted in
2018-2019 and quantitative survey conducted in 2019-2020. In

The response rate of 76% can be considered a strong response rate,

addition, the European Social Enterprise Monitor and 2015 Global

especially as some of these organisations have modest capacity to

Social Enterprise Network membership questionnaires and reports

respond. As a result we have a representative sample of EN members.

served as inspiration for this consultation of EN members. The final
survey created aims to gain insights into the demographics of social

Data analysis uncovered a sample with large variation in

enterprise support organisations, their main practices, challenges

organisational size, financial structure, budget and social impact.

and needs and those whom they support and represent:

Potential outliers were identified and considered individually so as to

social enterprises and their beneficiaries.

determine whether they should be excluded from calculations of the
mean (average).
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Conclusion
Cultivating diversity as an asset

Shared values, common agendas and common needs

There is no ‘one type’ of social enterprise support organisation.

By March 2021, 36 organisations had joined EN, a growth rate of 25% in

EN members, and social enterprise support organisations in general,

the past year. EN members are now based in 21 countries and active

are diverse in terms of organisational capacity and experience. The

in 45 countries. EN membership is diverse, but all organisations are

existence of such diversity provides an opportunity to tap into a range

motivated by shared values and goals, and an aim to drive a common

of perspectives and knowledge. There are also social enterprise support

agenda of boosting social entrepreneurship and social innovation to

organisations who are more similar and can be categorised together.

achieve the UN SDGs by 2030 and to transform to a just and green
society and economy. The growth of the sector and EN membership

There is no ‘one type’ of social
enterprise support organisation.

seems to indicate the world is increasingly moving from traditional
profit-oriented enterprise models to innovative social impact-oriented
enterprise models, though more research should be done to be certain.
EN member organisations are diverse, but there are overarching themes

The largest percentage of EN members (44%) are (inter)national networks

in the types of support on offer and the challenges and barriers they

for social enterprises/civil society leaders, followed by 28% incubators/

experience and needs they have. While EN members are providing

accelerators, 24% training centers, 24% social investors/funds and 20%

excellent support to social enterprises, they do experience challenges

universities. In addition, EN partners with governments and corporates

and external barriers to the growth of the sector.

who are often engaged in knowledge exchange and programming
activities.

The most important challenges identified by EN members
in 2020-2021 were

The commonalities and variety of EN members and partners provides

• a lack of appropriate funding

an opportunity for inspiration, creativity, learning and innovation, to test

• insufficient organisational capacity of infrastructure organisation

what works, why and where, it enables customisation of best practices
to local circumstances, to complement each other’s activities and form

• limited visibility/awareness of the sector

strong consortia for (EU)-funding with trusted partners within a growing

• impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

EN family.
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compared to needs of the sector

• a lack of appropriate financing options

EN members support social entrepreneurs in all
growth stages, all SDGS and support programming
while unique, is as well often similar

• disadvantages concerning public and private procurement offerings,

EN members support social entrepreneurs across the full scale of

• a lack of a supportive tax/fiscal framework.

UN SDGs. They support all entrepreneurial growth stages. The focus

Most important barriers to the sector
• poor understanding/awareness of social enterprise and the sector

on SDGs and growth stages supported does vary per member and
The latter two particularly surfaced this past year. Potentially this

per country. Overall, most EN members support social entrepreneurs

could be explained by the struggle of social enterprises and support

in the seed stage and early implementation stage (64%) and social

organisations in several European countries to successfully access

entrepreneurs focusing on UN SDG 8: decent work and economic

COVID-19 emergency funds and fiscal measures, often due to

growth (72%), and UN SDG10: reduced inequalities (72%).

difficulties for policy-makers to define, identify and include social
enterprises effectively in policies e.g. due to a lacking standard

All EN members provide
non-financial support, 36%
also provide financial support.

definition for social enterprises, a variety of legal entities used in the
sector, and a lack of understanding how to measure, appreciate and
award the decrease or increase of social impact (the main priority of
social entrepreneurs) instead of a more easy to measure decrease or
increase of financial returns (the latter only being a means to an end

The majority of non-financial support is focused on equipping

for social entrepreneurs - not the end in itself).

social entrepreneurs with the skills and capabilities necessary to
run a successful venture. Capacity-building, education and training

EN member organisations are diverse,
but there are overarching themes in
the types of support on offer and the
challenges and barriers they experience
and needs they have.

programmes are offered by 84% of EN members, a further 80% of
organisations provide mentoring, coaching and networking opportunities,
64% support knowledge exchange, 60% visibility/awareness building
and 56% impact measurement. The members of EN also research
social enterprises (48%), advocate for policy change in favour of the
development of social enterprise (44%), provide access to markets
(40%) and funding support (36%), amongst other activities.

Social entrepreneurs are
passionate entrepreneurs who
bring innovative solutions and
business models to the market
66 Conclusion

The key learning topics for social enterprise support organisations in
2021 are: 1) (EU)-funding, 2) impact measurement, 3) social innovation
and 4) access to international markets/customers (Buy Social/social
procurement programs and activities) and 5) to learn more about
opportunities for their members/beneficiaries in general.

The future
This report mostly provides insights in what is and a few initial insights
in what could be. It is clear that social enterprise support organisations
currently do not have enough operational and financial capacity to
support all social entrepreneurs who need support. Next year, support
capacity is projected to increase; however, still support organisations
will not have sufficient resources to provide support to all those who

Momentum is building up
to make a fundamental shift
from traditional enterprising
to social enterprising.

would have the best potential to change the world to reach the UN
SDGs by 2030.

Next year, support capacity
is projected to increase.

crucial role to let social entrepreneurs be more successful faster,
by providing them financial and non-financial support, saving them
time and resources to perform unneeded activities, matching them
in a timely manner with the right supporters and investors, and by
grow the impact and total amount of enterprises that contribute

traditional enterprising to social enterprising. Social entrepreneurs

positively to society and the environment;

offer it all, every euro invested is turned twice, economic prosperity is

• We believe that social enterprise support organisations who are

created, but also at the same time social value is delivered. There is no

connected to an international network, where one can learn in

reason to stop, as fast as possible, to invest in organisations that don’t

a trusted environment from experiences, successes and failures,

deliver this double value, or even worse, have a negative impact on

where cooperation is strengthened and reinvention of the wheel

people and the planet.

is decreased, will provide better support to social entrepreneurs
on the ground and enable to reach the SDGs faster and with less

We believe that EN members and other social enterprise support

countries and EU’s outermost regions, but as well is an appeal to

organisations could create an even bigger impact: for all the millions

investors, foundations, philanthropists, governments and policy-

of social entrepreneurs, unleashing their potential and helping them

makers to shift an increasing amount of financial resources, legislation,

develop their entrepreneurial skills, for investors, improving the

policies and support towards social enterprise support organisations

number of good investment-ready candidates, and for society as a

and social enterprises, to build a better world with people and the

whole, allowing for increased job and wealth creation alongside social

planet in the center, instead of a system driving financial gain and

and environmental benefits, solving the world’s most critical issues.

richness to a few, and bringing inequality and economic degradation
At the end of this report, there is a key question that
concerns us:
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• We believe that social enterprise support organisations have a

There is no reason why there would not be made this shift from

social enterprise support organisations across Europe, neighbouring

This report is an appeal to
investors, foundations, philanthropists,
governments and policy-makers.

It is the raison d’être of our existence:

removing barriers and duplication where it is not of value. This will

This report therefore not only provides insights in the current state of

at its expense for the many.

EN is convinced that the answer to the above question is yes.

If one would increase spending and support to (international) social
enterprise support organisations and networks, would 1) the total
amount of resources needed to reach the SDGs become smaller due
to a decrease in duplicative efforts, learning and synergy effects, and
2) would the SDGs be reached faster?

resources needed.

Now is the time for social entrepreneurs.
In light of the way resources will be spend to #buildbackbetter a
post-COVID-19 world in the next few years by investors, governments,
social enterprise support organisations and others, we invite all
stakeholders to take the above question and hypotheses into
consideration and act in support of them.
We have 10 more years to reach the SDGs. Now is the time for social
entrepreneurship and social innovation to reach its full potential. Now
is the time for the support organisations and social entrepreneurs’
critical work to be scaled for a more just and green world for all.

www.facebook.com/Euclid.Network/

@EuclidNetwork

www.linkedin.com/groups/3166947

www.euclidnetwork.eu

